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Hello, my name is Garrett Hedberg. I am a master’s student at WSU Pullman and today I am here to present work conducted over the past school year within the Clean Energy Systems Integration Lab, or CESE. I want to present you with a new design for the Fuel Cell Gas Turbine Hybrid, a design we are dubbing the “De-Coupled” FC-GT. This presentation is a design analysis using first principles to characterize how a system such as this could work. So let’s get started. . .
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Presentation Notes
First it is important to talk about the Fuel Cell Gas turbine hybrid. FC-GT’s have become an ongoing research area in the FC community. A common GT has three components, the compressor combustor and turbine. The FC-GT concept aims to replace that combustor with a high temperature fuel cell. The pairing of the two systems seems like a match made in heaven. Fuel cell’s are unable to utilize all of their chemical energy, whereas gas turbines are unable to utilize all of the heat they produce. A hybrid system usually has three major benefits: 1) Waste heat of GT is recovered, 2) The fuel cell is pressurized by the turbo machinery and 3) Air is preheated so less fuel needs to be utilized to reach maximum efficiency. Although the concept has been around for awhile, the practical application has not matched with theoretical potential. Most FC-GT literature proposes new designs to try and capture the maximum potential of the coupled system.
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Just to show a few examples of this FC-GT idea in practice I have a few examples: This isn’t a new concept in the top right we have a proposal from GE from 2003, and On the left is the UC Irvine SOFC-GT which was installed in ___ and finally Mitsubishi also has built a FC-GT along with a host of other companies such as Rolls Royce and Fuel Cell Energy.

http://www.newfuelist.com/link/%7Eb2f8#.V3MhR-YrKnc
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/257224512_fig1_Fig-1-Pressurized-220-kW-SOFCGT-hybrid-system
https://www.mhi.co.jp/technology/review/pdf/e524/e524047.pdf
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» Gas Turbines operate with nearly constant flow 
rates but changing temperature.

» Fuel Cells operate at near constant temperature 
with changing flow rates

» Controls are necessary to modulate the air flow 
through the Fuel Cell at different power outputs
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Presentation Notes
The motivation for this work looks at the challenges facing in-operation FC-GT’s today. Although thermodynamically the pairing of the two systems seems to be perfect, in reality they are not. First, GT’s operate at a near constant flow rate but changing temperature. This flow rate needs to remain near constant in order for the turbomachinery to reduce risk of surge/stall. The introduction of a large volume fuel cell to these systems increases that risk. Two, fuel cell’s operate on nearly constant temperature gradients while changing flow rates dependent on the redox reactions occurring within the stack. This does not bode well for the FC as it needs to be cooled through some means.. Together this amounts to a huge control problem, and these systems need some way to account and or equalize the changing parameter of each. In short, they have to be sized in such a way that the flow rate of the GT stays near constant while the temoerature of the FC does the same. Most FC-GT’s today accomplish this using cold bypass, or a series of high temperature heatex. But new technologies exist to configure FC-GT’s in such a way that we are able to gain control of the system and avoid these old ways of equalizing.
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» FC-GT design concept:
» Able to achieve 70% FTE

˃ Thermodynamically same

» OTM pulls O2 from working fluid
» Energy transfer from FC to GT in chemical form
» Possibility for Co-Production/Recovery of H2
» Avoid surge/stall and slow FC transients
» GT behavior minimally affected

˃ Retro-fit capable

» Scalable fuel cell capacity

dFC-GT 
Retrofit
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The dFC-GT  is a FC-GT concept that takes previous studies models and expands the operation envelope to which each system can be sized. The dFC-GT is able to operate at 70% FTE, with higher efficiencies possible through the co-production and recovery of fuel-grade hydrogen. The dFC-GT is also a greener FC-GT hybrid because it utilizes less fuel to operate than the typical FC-GT. Contrary to most design studies or real-world FC-GT the de-coupled FC-GT operates with the introduction of two new technologies. The first being the Oxygen Transport Membrane, currently being used by companies such as Praxair and Air Products. The second, the Oxy-FC fuel cell concept that uses a pure oxygen stream to the cathode of an SOFC for higher power density and an influx of hydrogen at the anode of the stack.This system – as we envision it - is retro-fit capable, and allows for scalable fuel cell capacity depending on the needs of the user.The dFC-GT differs from the classical FC-GT by separating the fuel cell from the working fluid of the gas turbine and relying on thermal management through endothermic steam reformation rather than cold bypass or heat exchangers
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» OTM:
- Ceramic Perovskite 
- Separates Oxygen Ions from air
» Benefits:

˃ Smaller volume – Less Pressure Drop
˃ Operates on Pressure Gradient
˃ Theoretical Recovery Limit

» Drawbacks:
˃ Lose Pressurization  Need to include parasitic compressor

𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇 = 1− 1−𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ∗𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓

𝑋𝑋𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓−𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓)

Air Products Proposal
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OTM’s are a ceramica peroskite that operate on a pressure gradient to separate oxygen ions from an inlet stream of air. As you can see in the picture here from a Praxair publication, the wafer like – almost fuel cell like – component has hot pressurized air pass over the ceramic, the oxygen is stripped through a pressure gradient between the non-permeate – where the hot air flows – and the permeate – where the oxygen goes – pressures. The result is two separate air streams, one of high-purity oxygen, the other of a depleted non permeate stream. The Benefits of using the OTM are that it is a significantly smaller volume, thus if placed in the working fluid of a GT – which it will be for this model – the risk for compressor stall are far less. THE OTM also operates on a pressure gradient, and once placed in a high pressure environment such as downstream of the compressor, gives the operator extra controls as to how much oxygen they wish to extract. The governing eqaution for the “Recovery” as we are calling it, is given as such. The governing part of this equation relies on the difference in partial pressures between the inlet feed pressure and permeate oxygen pressure. The drawbacks of  using the OTM are that although the non-permeate pressure has a negligible pressure drop, the permeate oxygen stream loses pressurization, thus it must be recompressed before it can be used by the SOFC. There is also a theoretical recovery limit imposed by this equation, and literature suggests that only 75% of that limit is feasible in OTM operation.

http://www.netl.doe.gov/research/coal/project-information/proj?k=FE0012065
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» Oxy-FC:
- Pure Oxygen Cathode FC
- Lower Heat Produced
» Benefits: Higher Voltage

˃ Pure Oxygen fed cathode
˃ Operates under high pressure
˃ High concentration of Hydrogen 

at anode

» Drawbacks:
˃ Lose degree of freedom 

managing temperature and 
power independently

˃ Tall task
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The Oxy-FC is the second component new to the dFC-GT. The Oxy-FC operates with a pure oxygen pressurized cathode that increases power density. The benefits of supplying this SOFC wit
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Here you see a schematic of how the dFC-GT could be arranged. The design analysis conducted at WSU used a topping cycle for the SOFC; that is the fuel cell stack would need to be upstream of the turbine. Air enters the compressor at ambient conditions where it is compressed from 1 bar to 15-20 bar. At these pressures and temperatures the OTM operates at design conditions and separates oxygen ions from the air stream. This pure oxygen stream is directed to the SOFC, while the depleted air continues on to the combustor. Because of the pressure drop across the OTM, the oxygen must be re-pressurized in order for the SOFC to operate. By adding fuel (methane) to the anode of the SOFC, we will have higher concentrations of H2 in the FC exhaust. This exhaust is recirculated back to the FC to increase utilization, or passed on to the combustor. The two streams reconvene in the combustor where there is sufficienct amounts of Hydrogen and Carbon Monoxide to fire the turbomachinary. The rest of the system then acts as a normal gas turbine, with electricity being produced from the turbine and the SOFC. Because of the seaparation of the FC from the GT using the OTM, we retain the capability to post-fire the combustor with extra fuel, this can help maintain mass flow through the turbomachinery, and because the compressor is not directly linked to the extra air surge coming from the SOFC we do not risk compressor stall and retain the trasient response capability of the turbine. This system can now be envisioned as a retro-fit to existing gas turbines as the OTM/FC package does not directly affect the turbomachinery.Inherently non-compatible GT has near const air
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Lots of talk, but what do I have to show for it? Between August and May I researched Gas Turbines, Fuel Cells, FC-GT systems, and learned a bit of Matlab to help model this system. The entirety of the Matlab code is based on first principles and thermally balancing the system. The model first inputs five parameters: the recovery ability of the OTM, the backpressure of the OTM, the idealized turbine inlet temperature, the compressor and turbine size of the GT, and the pressure ratio of the GT. All of those inputs allow us to mass balance the permeate and non-permeate streams of the OTM. From there we guess another input: FC Voltage. The voltage along with the permeate O2 flow from the OTM allow us to energy balance the FC such that all the incoming oxidant is utilized and hydrogen utilization stays under 90%. We are also able to mass balance the reactions in the SOFC to know the anode exhaust composition going to the combustor of the GT. This essentially sizes our fuel cell such that we can do another mass and energy balance on the gas turbine. The model will then iterate the process by balancing the chemical energy in the combustor of the GT to the ideal TIT. If the condition is met, we output the results, if the condition is not met we have a couple options.The recovery ability of the OTM is changed to allow more or less O2 flow and resize the fuel cellThe combustor is post-fired with additional fuel to reach chemical equilibrium at the cost of net efficiencyIf the chemical energy is too high, fuel is dumped/and or stored to lower the energy to equilibrium
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From the design space analysis… best way to model  Operating Voltage vs RecoveryOperating voltage was allowed to vary between ..75 and 1 volt, while oxygen recovery varied dependent on utilization of oxidant at cathode.The blue line here represents the thermally balanced system. Operating along this line requires no extra fuel to post-fire combustor  All incoming oxidant is utilized by the FCOperating Limit of OTM  75% TheoreticalOperating limit of Util  90% UtilizationOverlaying contours of system efficiency  wind up with this. Second X axis is Hydrogen utilization. Where same limits and operating line exist, but now define three distinct regions in design space. The first is under the operating line. This region shows the space that when operating would require post-firing of combustorThe second is the region where the anode exhaust stream porvides to much thermal energy to the cpombustor, and thus fuel must essentially be “dumped” in order to maintain thermal equilibrium. The third is past the 90% fuel utilization, where extra heat would need to be supplied to the FC as endothermic heat sink over takes exothermic FC reactions.From this plot we can now settle on a design point to analyze. �.85 Volts�.51 Recovery�
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Parameter Value Unit

Pressure Ratio 15 -

Back Pressure 50 kPa

Voltage (FC) 0.85 V

Recovery (OTM) 0.51 %

GT Efficiency 0.36 %

FC Efficiency 0.62 %

Hybrid Efficiency 0.70 %
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The results are as follows. Pressure ratio typical for power generating GTBack pressure that allows 50% of Theoret.85 volts that results in about .21A/cm^2 current densityParasitic compression only accounts for around 3-4% total system efficiency
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Conducting a sensitivity analysis allows us to examine which factors most heavily affect the dFC-GT. Obviously we can see the biggest factor in system performance has to do with the current density across the SOFC. In similar fashion, the back pressure of the OTM, which dictates our current to the SOFC based on O2 flow is the second biggest factor, and finally the pressure ratio of the turbomachinery also plays a significant part in the model. The other three factors were ”guesses” you could say from research, but because they don’t heavily effect the results in this design study we won’t go into them. So lets take a look at the big three.
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» Additional control
˃ Need to re-pressurize permeate stream 

» Cost Trade-Off
˃ Recompression decreases as OTM modules increase
˃ More OTM Modules increases capitol costs

Trade off: OTM Module 
vs Recompression Power
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Presentation Notes
We’ll start with the OTM back pressure. As I have said before implenting the OTM with a parasitic compressor gives us an additional control to the system. With that additional control however comes some sort of design-cost trade off. Because the OTM is designed like a fuel cell stack the more OTM modules you place in the pressurized stream, the more recovery of oxygen you will get and thus less re-pressurization of the o2 before it goes to the fuel cell.So here’s a quick chart to demonstrate that effect. On the bottom we have a normalized value of # OTM modules relative to our design. As we trend towards more and more modules we reduce the recompression work and up our system efficiency. In the broad context of this analysis the parasitic compression accounts for 3-4% of the total system efficiency. System always reaches needed oxidant for FC  More OTM Modules = Less recovery needed
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The fuel cell is the power house of this system. In the design case it will account for nearly 60%-70% of the total power output. Maximizing that power then can lead to a bettwe overall system then. As we increase the fuel cell size we will increase the overall system efficiency as well as the fuel cell efficiency by decreasing the current density across the stack. This allows us to gain more power out of the cell and with a given turbomachine we will see the FC produce more and more power relative to the GT. However, in the dFC-GT case, given a GT size we will eventually run into the situation where all the theoretical stripping of oxygen from the OTM must take place such that the Fuel cell will now provide 100% of the system power.
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» Voltage changes with pressure ratio

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The pressure ratio is obviously dependent on the GT size, but by keeping the FC in the pressurization as the GT, we increase the Open Circuit potential of the fuel cell as we increase pressure ratio. By increasing the pressure ratio and maintaining a constant back pressure for the OTM, we also limit the # of OTM modules needed for a desired recovery. As we scale down to microturbines howeer, the recovery needed will become impossible, and thus other solutions will be needed to maintain our balanced system.
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» Adding heat exchanger preheats OTM inlet
˃ Allows model to size Fuel Cell without reaching 100% Theoretical 

recovery
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» Excess Hydrogen buildup at the anode
˃ Presents opportunity to harness

» Same Design Conditions
˃ .85 Volts
˃ 51% Recovery

» Transportation grade fuel
» Increase Net Efficiency

Toyota Mirai
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The presents the opportunity to harness transportation grade fuelPotential For Hydrogen Production:	Same Design 	Conditions 		Expands 	Operation 	Envelope	Transportation 	Grade Fuel	Increase Net 	Efficiency

https://ssl.toyota.com/mirai/fcv.html
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» Design analysis shows potential for dFC-GT 
system configuration
˃ Addresses known challenges to FC-GT’s

» Verification of Oxy-FC
˃ Pressurization and supply of pure oxygen

» Oxygen Transport Membrane 
˃ Part-load operation

» Retro-fit capability analysis

» QUESTIONS?
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